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A Comparative Study of the Divorce
Laws of California and the Mexican
Federal District
By SHARILYN R. PAYNE*
I. Introduction
Pure no-fault divorce law is a relatively new phenomenon. Less
than three decades ago, on January 1, 1970, California started the
trend when its no-fault divorce law became effective! By 1974, the
divorce laws of forty-five states incorporated a no-fault procedure!
By 1985, the last of the five remaining states, South Dakota, gave in
to the trend.3 Yet recently, in an effort to strengthen the institution
of marriage, at least twenty states introduced bills proposing an end
to no-fault divorces.4 Given this impending divorce law revolution in
the United States, this study analyzes the divorce laws of California
and the Mexican Federal District to gain insight into whether there is
any correlation between the divorce rate and the divorce law in effect
in an area.
There are several reasons for choosing California and the Mexi-
can Federal District for comparison. First, the divorce laws of Cali-
fornia and Mexico are representative of the two extremes: California
has a no-fault system, whereas Mexico has a much more complex
fault-based system. Additionally, the divorce laws of California are
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1. Howard A. Krom, California's Divorce Law Reform: An Historical Analysis,
1 PAC. L.J. 156, 179 (1970).
2. HERBERT JACOB, SILENT REVOLUTION 80 (1988).
3. See id.
4. Mary Corey, States Explore Making Breaking Up Hard To Do; Divorce: Con-
cerned About the Rising Marriage Failure Rate and Its Impact on Children, Some
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fairly representative of the current divorce laws throughout the
United States, and those of the Mexican Federal District are fairly
representative of the laws in all the Mexican states. California's
revolutionary no-fault laws were the precursor to the Uniform Mar-
riage and Divorce Act, which became a model that state legislators in
the other forty-nine states eventually followed.' Similarly, the Civil
Code for the Federal District of Mexico, which contains the divorce
code section, was the model for the development of the Civil Codes,
and the divorce laws therein, of almost all the Mexican states.6
It is generally assumed that no-fault divorce laws were formu-
lated to facilitate obtaining a divorce and to emphasize the impor-
tance of the individual instead of the family. Fault laws, on the other
hand, would seem to preserve the family by discouraging couples
from divorcing given the difficulties and complexities involved in a
fault-based divorce. The conclusion would seem to be that no-fault
laws lead to higher divorce rates and, conversely, fault laws result in
lower divorce rates. This study looks at whether there is any truth to
these assumptions.
In analyzing the divorce laws of California and the Mexican Fed-
eral District, this study limits itself to the grounds for divorce under
each code. It also compares the histories of each law and the way in
which each considers the family. Additionally, it reviews the divorce
rates in California and the Mexican Federal District to determine
whether there is any correlation between the divorce law in force and
the divorce rate. Lastly, it examines new trends in divorce laws in the
United States and Mexico. The objective is to determine, if possible,
whether the current movement toward a return to fault divorce law is
on the right track and would actually strengthen the institution of
marriage.
H. The Statutes
A. California Family Law Act of 1970
Since California family law does not consider the concept of
fault in a divorce, the grounds for divorce under it are extremely
5. Henna Hill Kay, An Appraisal of California's No-Fault Divorce Law, 75
CAL. L. REV. 291,292 (1987).
6. THE CIVIL CODE FOR THE FEDERAL DISTmcr AND TERRITORIES OF MEXICO
xix (Michael W. Gordon trans., Oceana Publications 1980) [hereinafter
TRANSLATION OF THE MEXICAN CIVIL CODE].
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brief. The California Family Law Act replaces the former idea of di-
vorce based on "some matrimonial offense committed by one or both
of the parties," with the concept of the actual breakdown of the mar-
riage, with no finding of fault by either party.7 There is no need to
summarize or paraphrase the grounds for divorce in California be-
cause the statute already states them succinctly as follows:
Dissolution of the marriage or legal separation of the parties
may be based on either of the following grounds, which shall be
pleaded generally:
(a) Irreconcilable differences, which have caused the irreme-
diable breakdown of the marriage.
(b) Incurable insanity.8
B. 1928 Civil Code for the Federal District and Territories of
Mexico
The divorce law for the Mexican Federal District is contained
within its Civil Code. It is an interesting blend of fault and no-fault
divorce procedures, allowing for "easy" divorces in certain situations.
Under the Mexican Federal District system, there are three types of
divorces: administrative, judicial and compulsory or adversarial.9
An administrative divorce is allowed only for spouses who are
adults," have no children, have liquidated their jointly owned prop-
erty, mutually agree to divorce and have been married for at least
one year." It is an extremely personal form of divorce that can be
undertaken only by the spouses themselves rather than by legal rep-
resentatives or guardians.' The married couple appears personally
before the Civil Registry judge.' The spouses must prove by certified
document that they are married and adult, and state explicitly and in
unequivocal terms that they want to divorce." Once this is done, the
7. Krom, supra note 1, at 156.
8. CAL- FAM. CODE § 2310 (Deering 1997).
9. Julian Guitri6n, Mexico: A Decade of Family Law 1983-1993, 33 U.
LOUISVILLE J. FAM. L. 445,457 (1995).
10. C6DIGO CIVIL PARA EL DisRrro FEDERAL [C.CD.F.] art. 140 (Mex.) (stat-
ig that a man of sixteen and a woman of fourteen may marry, hence the condition
that the spouses must be adults).
11. See id. at arts. 272,274.
12. EDUARDO PALLARES, EL DIVORCIO EN MIXICO [DIVORCE IN MExico] 40
(1984).
13. C.C.D.F. art. 272.
14. See id.
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Civil Registry judge prepares a record setting forth the divorce re-
quest and sets up an appointment for the spouses to present them-
selves in fifteen days to reaffirm their request.15 After the spouses re-
affirm their request, the judge then declares them divorced and
makes an entry on the record, also making a notation on the record
of the former marriage.16
An administrative divorce is not legally effective if it is proven
that the husband and wife have children or have not liquidated their
jointly owned property.' Since administrative divorces are only al-
lowed for couples with no children and involve no conflicts over
marital property, the Civil Registry judge plays a passive role in the
procedure since neither society nor the State is interested in pre-
serving the marriage; the divorce is merely considered a rescission of
a contract.18
A judicial, or voluntary, divorce is for spouses who are either
minors or adults, have children, have not liquidated their jointly
owned property, mutually agree to divorce and submit an agreement
on the distribution of property, custody and care of the children and
alimony to the judge for approval. 9 To go through this procedure,
the couple must be married for at least one year. 0 The parties in a
judicial divorce are the husband, wife and a government attorney
who looks out for the rights and interests of the minors and ensures
compliance with marital and divorce laws." Unlike the Civil Registry
judge in the administrative divorce, the judge in the judicial divorce
takes a much more active role, probably because there are children
involved. Once the parties present their agreement to the judge, the
judge calls a meeting within eight to fifteen days to advise the couple
and attempt reconciliation.' If this attempt fails, the judge provision-
ally approves the agreement presented by the couple but still sets a
second meeting to attempt reconciliation again.n If reconciliation is
not achieved after the second meeting, the judge, after hearing the
government attorney regarding approval of the agreement, decrees
15. See id.
16. See id.
17. See id.
18. See PALLARES, supra note 12, at 40.
19. C6DIGO CIVIL PARA EL DisTRrro FEDERAL [C.C.D.F.] art. 273 (Mex.).
20. See id. at art. 274.
21. See PALLARES, supra note 12, at 46 (noting also that if one of the spouses is a
minor, a guardian must be present for that individual).
22. See id. at 51-52.
23. See id.
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the divorce and approves the agreement."4
This type of voluntary divorce is allowed to avoid making a
mockery of the law. If voluntary divorces were not allowed, these
spouses would have to go through a divorce trial, and although nei-
ther would be guilty of any of the grounds for divorce, one would
nevertheless have to confess to having done something he or she did
not do so that the divorce could proceed. Despite this fact, many
couples nevertheless go through that type of false process to avoid
the intervention of the government attorney, a mandatory party in
voluntary divorces.6
Finally, the compulsory or adversarial divorce is based on faultC
There are eighteen grounds for divorce that are set forth in article
267 of the Civil Code for the Federal District of Mexico. ' s These
eighteen grounds can be classified into five categories that sometimes
overlap: 1) grounds over which the courts have some discretion in de-
creeing the divorce taking into account the seriousness of the acts, as
in the cases of serious injury, extreme cruelty, slander and abandon-
ment of the home without justification; 2) grounds over which the
court has no discretion, such as adultery, abandonment of the home
for more than one year or failure to pay support; 3) grounds implying
a guilty act or the commission of a crime, such as incitement to com-
mit a crime or prostituting one's wife; 4) grounds involving failure to
meet matrimonial obligations, such as failure to pay support to the
spouse and children, or where a condition of immorality is revealed
making dissolution of the marriage necessary to avoid influencing the
lives of the children or the other spouse; and 5) grounds that lead to
divorce for reasons of honor.' The specific grounds range from adul-
tery, to having a sexually transmitted disease, to various types of
abandonment, to gambling and drunkenness, to cruelty and many
others?' They are set forth in detail at Appendix A to this study so
that the reader may appreciate the great detail and specificity con-
tained therein.
An interesting aspect of the fault divorce law in the Mexican
24. See itd
25. See id. at 57.
26. See id-
27. See id at 37.
28. C6DIGO CIVIL PARA EL DIsTrrro FEDERAL [C.C.D.F.] art. 267 (Mex.).
29. See PALLAREs, supra note 12, at 62-63.
30. C.C.D.F. art. 267.
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Federal District is that it imposes a statute of limitations." Divorce
actions must be brought within six months of when the "innocent"
spouse learned of the guilty act of the other.32 For example, when
suing for divorce based on grounds of adultery, the action must be
brought within six months of when the spouse first learned of the
other's adulterous act. 3 Another aspect of this law which is interest-
ing is that the Mexican Supreme Court established a precedent set-
ting forth that each divorce case is different, and the case law of one
cannot be used extensively to interpret or be applied to another.,
Therefore, there is no real "case law" to study the application of this
code.
HI. A Historical Perspective
A. The History of Divorce Law in California
In terms of legal history, California's current divorce law is fairly
new. The California Family Law Act became effective January 1,
1970 when then Governor Reagan signed the bill into law." It was
the first "pure" no-fault divorce law in the United States. 6
In the 1700s and early 1800s, there was no procedure in place for
obtaining a divorce in the United States.37 By the early 1900s, how-
ever, all of the states, with the exception of South Carolina, had laws
that gave courts the authority to dissolve marriages for cause." Cali-
fornia's basic divorce law was enacted in the Civil Code of 1872 and
was based only on a matrimonial offense committed by one or both
of the spouses). Prior to the 1970 Act, there were seven matrimonial
grounds for divorce in California. °
It would seem that the no-fault reform was the result of a desire
to make divorces easier. Ironically, however, the divorce reform
movement in California began as a response to the high incidence of
31. See id. at art. 278.
32. See id.
33. See PALLARES, supra note 12, at 64.
34. See id. at 61.
35. See JACOB, supra note 2, at 59.
36. See Kay, supra note 5, at 291.
37. Laura Bradford, Note, The Counterrevolttion: A Critique of Recent Proposals
to Reform No-Fault Divorce Laws, 49 STAN. L. REV. 607, 610 (1997).
38. See id.
39. See Krom, supra note 1, at 156.
40. Stuart Brody, California's Divorce Reform: Its Sociological Implications, 1
PAC. L.J. 223,224 (1970).
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divorce." In 1963, former Assemblyman Pearce Young began a
movement to conduct a study that would "identify problem areas and
gather information with a view towards developing a legislative pro-
gram to strengthen family relations." 2 This movement was the be-ginning of seven years of work by legislative committees, citizens' ad-
visory groups, a governor's commission and family law committees of
state and local bar associations, which culminated in California's
Family Law Act of 1970.43
The principal goal of the reformers was not to encourage "re-
volving door" marriages or easy divorces but to preserve judicial in-
tegrity.' Before no-fault divorce laws took effect in California, to get
a divorce, one spouse had to show that the other committed a marital
offense, such as adultery, cruelty or desertion."' This fault divorce
system resulted in hypocrisy and dishonesty in courtrooms, not only
in California but throughout the United States. For example, in 1870,
a professional perjurer in New York divorce cases was sent to jail for
nine years; in 1884, a deputy clerk in a Brooklyn court was accused of
forging approximately fifty fraudulent divorce decrees; a 1934 article
in the New York Mirror was entitled "I was the Unknown Blond in
100 New York Divorces!"' Testimony in divorce cases was often ar-
ranged in advance and was false, covering up an agreement between
the parties to get a divorce Attorneys manufactured or doctored
evidence to fit one of the narrow grounds for divorce. 's Judges, who
were aware of what was going on, turned a blind eye to these occur-
rences, not inquiring into the truth of evidence presented, thereby
making divorce hearings brief and fraudulent." Additionally, since
other states had more lenient laws, many attorneys manufactured
sham out-of-state residences for their clients so that they could get
divorced there, giving those states the reputation of being "divorce
trade" states.5°
Divorce law reformers were also worried that families going
through divorces were being subjected to an adversarial court sys-
41. See Krom, supra note 1, at 163.
42. Id at 158.
43. See Kay, supra note 5, at 292.
44. See Bradford, supra note 37, at 613.
45. See JACOB, supra note 2, at 46-47.
46. Id. at 33-34.
47. See id. at 47.
48. See id. at 67-68.
49. See Bradford, supra note 37, at 611.
50. See JACOB, supra note 2, at 67-68.
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tern. 5' The law treated divorces the same as any other court case,
forcing family disputes into the adversarial mode of court actions and
often heightening family conflicts by exposing personal family prob-
lems in open court.5 2 The reformers hoped that the no-fault system
would remove a lot of the bitterness caused by divorce proceedings. 3
The reformers, therefore, came up with a system whereby the
dissolution of a marriage could be granted when the court found that
the legitimate goals of matrimony were destroyed, and there was no
reasonable likelihood that the marriage could be saved.'4 This stan-
dard was based mainly on a 1952 opinion by Justice Traynor in a di-
vorce case wherein he stated that "public policy does not discourage
divorce where the relations between husband and wife are such that
the legitimate objects of matrimony have been utterly destroyed."5
In addition to converting the law to a no-fault one, the reformers re-
duced the interlocutory period from the date of service on the re-
spondent to the date of the final decree from one year to six months.56
After California's no-fault divorce law became effective, the Na-
tional Conference of Commissioners on Uniform State Laws
(NCCUSL) developed the Uniform Marriage and Divorce Act,
which adopted California's no-fault system.57 Because the NCCUSL
was a conservative body, its endorsement of this system made no-
fault laws "respectable," a feat that would have been difficult for a
"rebellious" state like California to accomplish." In 1974, the House
of Delegates of the American Bar Association approved the Uniform
Marriage and Divorce Act, thus making it a model for state legisla-
tures to follow. 9
The California Family Law Act has been amended several times
since 1970.6° Most notably, even after 1970, couples could still pres-
ent evidence of fault to determine the existence of irreconcilable dif-
ferences as grounds for divorce; however, today, that is no longer the
case.
61
51. See id. at 68.
52. See id.
53. See Krom, supra note 1, at 157.
54. See id. at 167.
55. DeBurgh v. DeBurgh, 39 Cal. 2d 858,864 (1952).
56. See Brody, supra note 40, at 225.
57. See JACOB, supra note 2, at 62.
58. See id. at 63.
59. See id. at 77.
60. See Kay, supra note 5, at 306.
61. See id.
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B. The History of Divorce Law in the Federal District of Mexico
Mexico gained its independence in 1821 and federalized its gov-
ernment in 1857.6 Although the 1857 Constitution granted states the
autonomy to develop their own civil legislation, the Civil Code for
the Federal District was the basis and model for the civil law systems
of nearly all the Mexican states.6 Mexico's first Civil Code went into
effect in 1871 and was modified in 1884.' The 1884 Civil Code con-
tained twelve grounds for divorce, but these "divorces" were mean-
ingless since they did not actually dissolve the marital bond.' Article
226 of the 1884 Civil Code specifically stated that divorce did not dis-
solve the marital bond but only suspended some of the civil obliga-
tions, meaning that spouses who divorced under the 1884 Civil Code
could not remarry." Additionally, under the 1884 Code, article 228
stated that adultery always constituted grounds for divorce when
committed by the woman, but in the case of a man, it only served as
grounds under certain circumstances: if there was a common law
marriage between the husband and the adulteress, if the adultery was
committed in the marital home, if the adultery caused scandal or
public insult to the legitimate wife or if the adulteress mistreated the
legitimate wife by word or deed."
By 1917, the Civil Code for the Mexican Federal District had
been rewritten so that divorce effectively dissolved the marital bond
and allowed spouses to remarry.' The Civil Code in effect today,
which contains the divorce law, was adopted in 1928 and became ef-
fective in 1932.69 Although the 1928 Civil Code is the code for only
the Federal District of Mexico, most of the states have adopted it
with few, if any, changes.2
It is interesting to note that in 1917, Mexico enacted legislation
separating civil law and family law.'I This legislation regulated family
law matters independent of the Civil Code.' It was first implemented
62. See TRANSLATION OFTHE MEXICAN CIVIL CODE, supra note 6, at xix.
63. See id.
64. See id.
65. See PALLARES, supra note 12, at 24.
66. See id
67. See id. at 25.
68. See id. at 28.
69. See TRANSLATION OFTHE MEXICAN CIVIL CODE, supra note 6, at xix.
70. See id.
71. See Guitri6n, supra note 9, at 445.
72. See id.
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in the Federal District, and later in all of the states of Mexico, re-
maining in force for approximately forty years." This family law is no
longer in effect,74 but Mexico still maintains a separate family court
system.'* In 1971, the first six family courts were established in the
Federal District, independent of the civil courts.76 Specialized family
law judges now operate in trial and appellate courts in all of the
Mexican states, as well as in the Federal District.'
In Mexico, divorce is seen as a necessary evil.' The state takes a
realistic, non-idealistic point of view and weighs several factors in de-
vising its divorce laws: the perpetuation of bad marriages or those in
which either the husband or wife is not worthy of remaining in the
marriage and benefiting from the rights it confers on him or her; the
fact that divorce produces unfortunate consequences and dissolves
the family, potentially turning marriage into a fragile institution that
will only serve to satisfy the temporary passions of couples; and the
probability that if divorce is not allowed, spouses will instead choose
to have illicit relations outside of the marriage.79
IV. Taking the Family into Consideration in Divorce Laws
A. How the Divorce Laws of California Take the Family into
Account
In 1888, the U.S. Supreme Court expressed its idea of marriage
and its importance to the family institution and society in Maynard v,
Hill: "It is an institution, in the maintenance of which in its purity the
public is deeply interested, for it is the foundation of the family and
of society, without which there would be neither civilization nor pro-
gress."' However, in the very brief "grounds for divorce" section of
the California code, there is no mention of family at all. Neverthe-
less, the failure to mention family in the text of the statute does not
mean that it is not taken into account. As was mentioned previously,
one of the goals of no-fault divorce was to take the "guilt" and "inno-
cence" out of the divorce system and make it into a non-adversarial
73. See id
74. See id.
75. See id.
76. See id.
77. See id.
78. See PALLARES, supra note 12, at 38.
79. See id.
80. Maynard v. Hill, 125 U.S. 190,211 (1888).
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process.8 The hope was that personal family problems would no
longer be aired in court, and divorces would be more amicable,
keeping families together, even though the marriage itself could not
be saved.2 Additionally, California law considers the family in di-
vorce law in a more subtle way, allowing men and women who are in
hopeless marriages to get out of them and start new, hopefully hap-
pier, relationships.
Although there is no mention of "family" in the grounds for di-
vorce in California law, subtle changes were made in the language re-
garding divorce to make it less adversarial and less likely to divide
families completely, as well as to distinguish this type of a family dis-
pute from other types of court disputes. First of all, the word "di-
vorce" was replaced with the more businesslike, innocuous term,
"dissolution of marriage" to emphasize the neutrality of the pro-
ceedings.' The names given to divorce cases changed from "Brown
v. Brown," which sounded like spouses were being pitted against each
other, to the very formal "In re the Marriage of Brown." Lastly, to
initiate a marital dissolution, an inoffensive sounding "petition"
would commence the proceedings instead of the more contentious
sounding "complaint.""
The proponents of divorce reform in California supported the
establishment of a system of family courts that would specifically
handle family matters and facilitate conciliation, recognizing that
family litigation is unique and takes a special sensitivity that is not
needed in other types of litigious situations.6 However, the expense
of that proposal, and its potential challenge to the authority of sitting
judges, stirred strong opposition, and the proposal was eventually
dropped.Y
B. How the Divorce Laws of the Mexican Federal District Take
the Family into Account
The divorce laws of the Mexican Federal District are not subtle
in their consideration of the family. First of all, as was previously
81. Adriaen M. Morse, Jr., Fault: A Viable Means of Re-Injecting Responsibility
in Marital Relations, 30 U. RICH. L. REv. 605, 613 (1996).
82. See JACOB, supra note 2, at 67-68.
83. See Brody, supra note 40, at 224.
84. See JACOB, supra note 2, at 55.
85. See id-
86. See id. at 61.
87. See id
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mentioned, there are family courts and specialized family judges op-
erating in the Federal District, as well as in all of the Mexican states,
recognizing the special nature of family law issues.' Furthermore,
several of the legal grounds for divorce are based on the importance
of the family and responsibility toward the family. For example, im-
moral acts for the purpose of corrupting the children of the marriage
are grounds for divorce.8 Refusal to maintain the spouse and minor
children constitutes grounds for divorce.' Habits such as gambling,
drunkenness and drug abuse, specifically when they threaten to cause
the ruin of the family, also provide grounds for divorce.9' Just by
mentioning family and children, the grounds for divorce assume that
marriage means family and children. The previously mentioned ad-
ministrative divorce for married couples with no children also sug-
gests the importance of family in a marriage by giving the judge who
administers them such a passive role since there is no interest in sav-
ing the marriage because it has not resulted in the creation of a fam-
ily.9
2
A review of some Mexican Supreme Court decisions on divorce
issues is also enlightening as they relate to the State view of marriage
and family. In a decision further explaining that grounds for divorce
must be proven fully, the Court stated that "the institution of mar-
riage is of a public order because society is interested in maintaining
it, and only in exceptional cases does the law allow the marital link to
be broken."'' In an opinion further interpreting extreme cruelty as a
ground for divorce, the Court affirmed that "[s]ince society is inter-
ested in preserving marriage, judges must be strict so that grounds for
dissolution of the marital bond are such that they involve reasons that
make life together impossible." 94 In a ruling on divorce law in the
State of Tamaulipas, the Court set forth that "only through life to-
gether can the physical and spiritual possibility exist of meeting the
goals of marriage, such as perpetuation of the species, helping one
88. See Guitri6n, supra note 9, at 445.
89. CODIGO CIVIL PARA EL DISTRITO FEDERAL [C.C.D.F.] art. 267(V) (Mex.).
90. See id. at arts. 164, 267(XII).
91. See id. at art. 267(XV).
92. See PALLARES, supra note 12, at 40.
93. Divorcio. Las Causales Deben Probarse Plenamente. [Divorce. The
Grounds Must Be Fully Proven.] SEMANARIO JUDICIAL DE LA FEDERACI6N [S.J.F.]
(6a 6poca) (Mex.).
94. Divorcio. Sevicia Como Causal De. Confesi6n Ficta. [Extreme Cruelty as
Grounds for Divorce. Implied Confession.] S.J.F. (6a 6poca) (Mex.).
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another and spiritual guidance."95 These statements in Mexican Su-
preme Court opinions show that the Court still views the purpose of
marriage as one of forming a union, having children and a family, and
establishing a basis for society, and that breaking up that family
through divorce is an extremely serious matter.
V. The Effect of Divorce Laws on Divorce Rates
A. The Effect of No-Fault Divorce on the Divorce Rate in
California and the United States
There are conflicting opinions about whether no-fault divorce
laws affect divorce rates. One obstacle to reaching a conclusion is
that statistical information about divorces has always been difficult to
obtain in the United States.6 Courts only record minimal informa-
tion on the cases that they process, and most states require their
courts to send a brief statistical form to an office of vital statistics,
generally located in the state's department of health, which does not
have very much interest in the subject of divorce.'
Keeping in mind this scarcity of statistical information, according
to some data, during the time period after no-fault divorce was intro-
duced, between 1970 and 1994, there was a thirty-one percent in-
crease in the U.S. divorce rate.' In 1995, University of Oklahoma re-
searchers calculated that no-fault laws increased divorce rates in
forty-four states and that overall, the laws raised divorce rates by 0.8
divorces per one thousand adults."
A look at the divorce rate in California in 1960, ten years prior
to its adoption of no-fault divorce law, shows that the ratio of di-
vorces to marriages was forty-seven percent, compared to twenty-six
percent elsewhere in the United States."° In fact, since 1922, when
statewide figures were first compiled in California on the number of
divorce decrees, that number was already increasing steadily. '
Other studies show that the number of divorces rose from 81,500 just
95. Divorcio. Legislaci6n de Tamaulipas. [Divorce. Tamaulipas Legislation.]
Jurisprudencia de la Suprema Corte [J.S.C.] (5a dpoca) (Mex.).
96. See JACOB, supra note 2, at 146-47.
97. See id
98. Dana Milbank, Blame Game: No-Fault Divorce Law Is Assailed in Michigan,
and Debate Heats Up, WALL ST. J., Jan. 5,1996 at Al.
99. See id.
100. DR. LENORE J. WErrZMAsN, THE DIVORCE REVOLUTION xvii (1985).
101. See Brody, supra note 40, at 225.
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before no-fault, to 112,900 the year after."° However, since the rate
was already rising, it is difficult to know whether it would have in-
creased regardless of implementation of the new law. Furthermore,
under the no-fault laws, divorces could be processed more rapidly,
meaning that the same number of divorces could have been pending
as in prior years, but they were being processed faster under the new
law.'O' The reduction from one year to six months of the waiting pe-
riod before issuance of a final divorce decree probably also made
California a more attractive state for divorces to its own residents,
who previously would have gone to another state to get a divorce.""
More residents getting divorced in California would mean a higher
rate of divorce in the state.
There are those who contend that no-fault divorce laws just
speed up the divorce process causing short-term increases, but that
divorce rates have been rising steadily for a century, independent of
the adoption of no-fault divorce laws."° Others theorize that if there
is an increase in the divorce rate, it can be attributed to many other
reasons. For example, life spans are at least twice as long today as
they were in the 1900s, signifying that "'til death to us part" has taken
on a whole new meaning.' Spouses must live with intolerable mar-
riages for many more years because of increased life spans. When
faced with a much longer lifetime with a person that one cannot
stand, divorce, whether easy or complex, seems like a viable option.
Another reason that the divorce rate may have risen is that divorce is
a more widely accepted option in the United States." The stigma
that was once attached to a "divorc6(e)" no longer seems as preva-
lent, and divorced individuals are no longer considered to be deviant
or outcasts in social circles.l"a
The scarcity of statistics and the many variables that could result
in higher divorce rates make it very difficult to determine whether
there is a correlation between the implementation of no-fault divorce
law and the higher divorce rate. The introduction of no-fault di-
vorces and the high divorce rate may be merely coincidental. Per-
haps the rise in divorces is an unstoppable trend in California and the
102. See JACOB, supra note 2, at 162.
103. See Brody, supra note 40, at 225.
104. See id. at 226.
105. See Milbank, supra note 98, at Al.
106. See JACOB, supra note 2, at 28-29.
107. See WEITZMAN, supra note 100, at xvii.
108. See id.
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United States that began before no-fault divorce laws were adopted.
B. The Effect of Divorce Laws Based on Fault on the Divorce Rate
in the Mexican Federal District
According to the Centro de Estudios Sociales y Econ6micos de
M6xico (Mexican Center for Social and Economic Studies), two out
of every three marriages in Mexico, or 66.66 percent, end in di-
vorce."° In the Federal District alone, 375 divorces are recorded per
day."' Of all the legal actions in the courts in 1995, sixty-seven per-
cent were divorces."' According to an article in Mexico's El Nacional
newspaper, for every 662,640 marriages in Mexico, there are 34,706
divorces annually, generally by couples in the 30 to 33-year-old age
range." The article goes on to state that 20,207 of those have been
by mutual consent, with only 991 due to threats and injuries.' 13 In the
Federal District alone, for every 57,391 marriages that are registered,
6,609 of the couples, or 11.5 percent, divorce annually."'
The principal causes for divorce in Mexico in recent times have
been mutual consent (20,207), abandonment of the home (3,559), in-
juries and threats (991), adultery (335), incompatibility (231), separa-
tion from the home (1,140), failure to contribute economically (628)
and miscellaneous causes (797), with 118 not specifying." In the
Federal District alone, there were 1,665 administrative divorces,
2,061 divorces by mutual consent, 816 due to abandonment of the
home, 281 due to threats and injuries, forty due to adultery, 739 due
to separation from the home, 434 for failure to contribute economi-
cally and 569 for miscellaneous reasons, with four not specifying."'
Looking at the statistics for Mexico, there is a higher number of
divorces under its variety of no-fault divorce law catego-
109. Esperanza Cadena Coutino, DR" 375 diarios [375 a day in the Federal Dis-
trict], EL NACIONAL, Dec. 8, 1996, available in LEXIS, Int'l Law Library, Mexico,
ALLNWS File.
110. See id.
111. Francisco Martfn Moreno, El Costo Familiar de la Crisis [The Cost of tie Cri-
sis to the Family], EL ExCELSIOR, July 3, 1996, available in LEXIS, Int'l Law Library,
Mexico, ALLNWS File.
112. David Soto Nieto, Mutuo Consentimiento, en la Mayorfa de los Casos [Mu-
tual Consen4 in Most Cases], EL NACiONAL, Jan. 3, 1997, available in LEXIS, Int'l
Law Library, Mexico, ALLNWS File.
113. See id.
114. See id.
115. See .
116. See id.
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ries-administrative and judicial divorces-than the cumulative num-
ber of divorces based on fault grounds. However in Mexico, these
high rates of divorce are not blamed on the divorce laws. Instead,
they are generally attributed to other factors.117 Some sources see the
economic crisis that has afflicted Mexico over the last twenty years as
a contributing factor that has resulted in failing marriages."' Citing
the difficulty in satisfying material needs, these sources look to the
desperate conditions that are created in families due to the economic
situation and the resulting lack of respect when the head of the
household cannot support the family, ending in verbal violence in the
Mexican family and ultimately in marital separations and divorces.'
Others theorize that the Mexican social structure is being trans-
formed due to developments like capitalist industrialism in Mexico."'
In fact, the highest divorce rates in Mexico are concentrated in
the most developed states in the north, while the lowest rates are in
the poorest states." Of course, many variables could explain the
lower rates in the poorest states, such as lack of education about di-
vorce laws, difficulty in gaining access to the system, in part because
there is no court nearby, or the existence of common law marriages
that do not require a divorce to end them. Furthermore, in Mexico
some do not perceive divorce as necessarily a bad thing, but instead a
way to allow married couples who do not get along to end the mar-
riage, avoiding psychological and social damage that can result from
the hatred of spouses condemned to live together forever." Not sur-
prisingly, there are those who attribute the break-up of marriages in
Mexico to the bad influence of U.S. culture on the morals of Mex-
ico."z In fact one bishop, Ricardo Antonio Surinach Carreras, linked
the United States with the "fruits of a hedonistic mentality" that in-
clude divorce.'24
117. See Moreno, supra note 111.
118. See id.
119. See id.
120. Lourdes Arizpe, La Sociedad Invisible [The Invisible Society], REViSTA
NExos, May 1, 1986, available in LEXIS, Int'l Law Library, Mexico, ALLNWS File.
121. See id.
122. See id.
123. El Papa Podria Aceptar la Invitaci6n de Viajar a Mexico, Sefiala el CELAM
[The Latin American Episcopalian Council (CELAM) Indicates that the Pope May
Accept the Invitation to Travel to Mexico], EL EXCELSIOR, Nov. 28, 1997, available in
LEXIS, Int'l Law Library, Mexico, ALLNWS File.
124. See id.
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VI. Trends Toward Reforming Divorce Laws
A. The United States: A Return to Divorce Laws Based on Fault?
As was previously mentioned, at least twenty states have intro-
duced bills to put an end to no-fault divorces.' For example, in 1997
in Michigan, Representative Jessie Dalman introduced a bill that
would repeal that state's 1972 no-fault divorce law, 6 stating that no-
fault divorce legislation "has weakened the fabric of the family and
devalued marriage. ' m
Under the legislation that Representative Dalman proposes, a
spouse seeking divorce from a partner who objects would have to ob-
tain counseling and prove either adultery, three years imprisonment,
two years desertion, drug or alcohol abuse, or significant or repetitive
physical or mental abuse of spouse or children."z However, if both
parties agree to divorce, the no-fault system would apply, although
consenting spouses with children would have to attend a "divorce ef-
fects program"--a parenting educational program-before filing for
divorce.' The provider of the parenting educational program would
issue a certificate to each individual who completes the program veri-
fying that completion. ' Additionally, in another bill, Dalman pro-
poses that couples who are planning to marry complete a program in
premarital counseling and submit a certificate of completion when
applying for a marriage license." Although the counseling and cer-
tificate would not be mandatory, a couple that did not participate
would be subject to a longer waiting period before they could obtain
a marriage license.' To date, Dalman's proposed legislation is still in
the State House Judiciary Committee. L
In Maryland, legislation with provisions similar to Dalman's "di-
vorce effects program" recently became law. It provides that before
a divorce decree is granted, the court may require all parties to par-
ticipate in an educational seminar designed to educate parents about
125. See Corey, supra note 4, at Al.
126. H.R 5217,89th Leg. (Mich. 1997).
127. See Milbank, supra note 98, at Al.
128. See H.R. 5217.
129. See id.
130. See id.
131. H.R. 4631,89th Leg. (Mich. 1997).
132. See id.
133. Gary Heinlein, Lawmaker Wants to Cut Divorce Rate: Proposal Would Let
Couples Enter into Covenant Marriages, DETRorr NEws, Aug. 3,1998 at Dl.
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the effects, and to minimize the disruption, of a divorce on the lives
of their children."M Other states passed legislation that included pro-
visions similar to Dalman's premarital program. Louisiana and Ari-
zona enacted what are known as "covenant marriage laws" in 1997
and 1998, respectively.135 These laws give couples the choice of en-
tering into a covenant marriage which means that, after receiving
premarital counseling on the nature, purposes and responsibilities of
marriage, they provide a written statement to the effect that they
agree that marriage is supposed to last a lifetime."t In both states,
couples who enter into a covenant marriage may only dissolve the
marriage on specific grounds such as adultery, commission of a felony
and sentencing to prison, abandonment or abuse.137 In Michigan,
State Representative Harold Voorhees introduced a bill that would
allow covenant marriages." Although Voorhees supports fellow
Michigan Representative Dalman's proposed legislation, he proposed
this bill as an alternative since hers is yet to pass. 39
Although classified as a return to divorce laws based on fault,
these bills seem to emphasize premarital conditions in addition to
methods for ending marriages. They concentrate on making mar-
riage a long-lasting institution by trying to ensure that a couple truly
considers what marriage entails, rather than enter into it lightly.
They also look to the interests of the children of marriages that do
end in divorce. It should be noted that the reformers of divorce law
in California in the 1960s proposed compulsory counseling, not prior
to the marriage, but in all divorce cases.14 However, that plan was
not pursued because analysts estimated that it would cost counties
from $4,427,500 to $10,000,000 per year to run it. 4'
B. Mexico: A Revolution Against the Mexican Federal District?
In 1983, Hidalgo, one of the Mexican states, promulgated a new
family code, the Hidalgo State Family Code.142 The idea behind it
134. MD. CODE ANN., [Divorce] § 7-103.2 (1997).
135. LA. REv. STAT. ANN. § 272 (1998); ARIz. REv. STAT. ANN. § 25-901 (West
1998).
136. LA. REv. STAT. ANN. § 272; ARIz. REv. STAT. ANN. § 25-901.
137. LA. REV. STAT. ANN. § 307; ARIz. REv. STAT. ANN. § 25-903.
138. H.R. 5991, 89th Leg. (Mich. 1997).
139. See Heinlein, supra note 133, at Dl.
140. See Krom, supra note 1, at 171.
141. See id.
142. See Guitri6n, supra note 9, at 446 (Guitri6n developed and drafted the Hi-
dalgo State Family Code).
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was to make family law more "user friendly" by making the language
explicit and clear so that "laymen" members of a family could under-
stand it without the help of an attorney, and to adapt the law to the
particular needs of the Mexican family.'43
The Hidalgo State Family Code, which includes laws on much
more than divorce, stresses that the family is the fundamental basis of
society and the State.'" It promotes the social and economic organi-
zation of the family, preferably within the legal institution of mar-
riage.' 5 Under this Code, prior to marriage, a couple must produce a
certificate of technical knowledge regarding birth control, responsible
parenthood and family planning."8 Divorces are granted when the
parties mutually consent, but with a condition-one year must have
gone by before a divorce by mutual consent will be granted."
As under the Mexican Federal District Code, there are several
grounds for divorce under the Hidalgo Code including the following:
1) breakdown of the psychological, moral, physical or economic har-
mony between the parties; 2) continued or repeated acts or omissions
by one party toward the other that demonstrate a profound es-
trangement; 3) mutual lack of consideration; 4) lack of harmony in
the conjugal life; 5) offensive contempt; 6) animosity; 7) slanderous
attacks or mistreatment; 8) intent to dishonor, vilify, discredit or ridi-
cule the other spouse; 9) acts that make it impossible to continue a
common married life or to live under the same roof or that result in a
total break in the conjugal relationship; and 10) incompatibility re-
sulting in irremediable mutual aversion and disagreement between
the spouses."
Under this Code, once documents requesting a divorce are solic-
ited, there is an automatic six-month delay so that the spouses will re-
flect on the significance of what they are doing, giving them an op-
portunity to save the marriage.'49 Where there are children of the
marriage, the parties must present to the judge their agreement on
who will have care and custody of the children pending the suit and
after the divorce decree is issued.'
143. See id.
144. See id. at 447.
145. See iL
146. See id. at 448.
147. See i. at 454.
148. See id.
149. See id.
150. See id.
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At first glance, it does not seem that the Hidalgo Family Code,
as it applies to divorces, is a drastic change from the Mexican Federal
District Civil Code. The grounds for divorce are similar. However,
the author of the Hidalgo Family Code stresses that the text of the
Code sets forth in specific words the importance of the family,
whereas the Mexican Federal District Civil Code contains no such
language in its text, instead just implying it in the various grounds for
divorce."' The Hidalgo Code further stresses the importance of the
family in its requirement for a certificate of technical kniowledge re-
garding family planning, something that the Mexican Federal District
Civil Code does not demand. Lastly, the Hidalgo Code imposes a
waiting period once divorce documents are requested, regardless of
whether there is mutual consent or whether there are children of the
marriage. It does not permit the rapid turnaround divorces that are
allowed in the administrative and judicial types of divorces under the
Mexican Federal District Civil Code.
VII. A Comparison of the California and Mexican Federal
District Divorce Laws
This overview of the grounds for divorce under the laws of Cali-
fornia and the Mexican Federal District, their histories, the actual di-
vorce rates in the respective areas and current trends in the law dem-
onstrates the vast differences and surprising similarities between the
laws of the two states. As a basic categorization, the two laws are ob-
viously quite different, one being based on fault and the other not. If
one were to lay them side by side, the obvious difference would be
that one barely fills half a page, and the other goes on at length.
However, there are some surprising and unexpected similarities in
the divorce laws of the two as they currently stand, as well as in the
trends toward change in the United States and Mexico generally.
The administrative and judicial forms of divorce under the Mexi-
can Federal District Civil Code are actually forms of no-fault divorce
and, in fact, allow for a much more rapid divorce (as few as fifteen
days under the administrative divorce) than under the no-fault sys-
tem in California (six months). The difference between the two,
however, is that under the administrative or judicial divorces of the
Mexican Federal District law, no blame must be shown, but mutual
consent of the spouses is required, whereas in California's no-fault
system, no mutual consent is needed to get a divorce. In California,
151. See id. at 447.
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divorces may be obtained unilaterally, with one spouse deciding to
get a divorce and not having to show any blame on the other side.
The reasons for the types of no-fault divorce laws in California
and the Mexican Federal District are similar, although the Mexican
Federal District's law dates back to 1928, and California's dates back
to 1970. No-fault divorce law was implemented in California to avoid
sham divorce cases where parties who had mutually agreed to dis-
solve their marriage still had to fabricate evidence to show grounds
for fault before the divorce could proceed. Similarly, the administra-
tive and judicial types of divorces in the Mexican Federal District are
means whereby a couple that mutually consents to a divorce can do
so, avoiding the adversarial type of divorce where blame must be
proven. Whereas California chose to completely overhaul the system
and formulate a no-fault divorce system to avoid these types of sham
divorces, the Mexican Federal District incorporated two non-
adversarial varieties of divorces into its fault system to achieve the
same goal. Nevertheless, the Mexican Federal District has not met
its goal of avoiding sham divorces because parties who mutually con-
sent to divorce still often go through sham divorces under the adver-
sarial system to avoid the involvement of the required government
attorney."
A comparison of the divorce rates in California and the Mexican
Federal District show that they are both high. Although the system
in the Mexican Federal District is mainly one based on fault, it is no-
table that according to some statistics, a higher number of divorces is
obtained there under its mutual consent/no-fault varieties of adminis-
trative and judicial divorces than under the fault-based variety.
However, in Mexico, the high rate of divorce is generally attributed
to phenomena such as financial crises and industrialization, which af-
fect the family. Looking at legislation that has been proposed in the
United States to change back to a fault-based system, it appears that
in the United States, by contrast, high divorce rates are blamed on
the type of divorce law in force.
The proposed legislation in the United States actually bears a
striking resemblance to the divorce laws in effect in the Mexican
Federal District. Under the proposed Michigan law, and the passed
Arizona and Louisiana legislation, if a spouse seeks to divorce a
partner who objects, the spouse seeking the divorce must prove one
of several grounds for fault. The same procedure is followed under
152. See PALLARES, supra note 12, at 57.
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the adversarial system of divorce of the Mexican Federal District
Code, although the grounds for divorce in the proposed and passed
U.S. state laws are certainly not as lengthy as those under the Mexi-
can Code. Additionally, under the Michigan proposal, if the parties
agree to divorce, a no-fault divorce would be allowed, as is the case in
the Mexican Federal District under the administrative and judicial
forms of divorce. Furthermore, similar to the Mexican Federal Dis-
trict's judicial form of divorce which imposes more requirements on a
mutually consenting couple with children, the proposed Michigan and
enacted Maryland legislation require that spouses who consent to di-
vorce but have children undergo counseling.
There are also similarities between the reforms being proposed
in the United States and the fairly recently enacted Hidalgo Family
Code, which sets itself apart from the Mexican Federal District Code.
Although the proposals in the United States basically put an end to
no-fault divorce, except where there is mutual agreement, what is
more interesting is that they also stress reflection before marriage,
proposing premarital counseling which, though not required, can
mean the difference between a longer wait for a marriage license.
The Hidalgo Family Code also requires reflection in the form of edu-
cation in family planning prior to marriage. It imposes a six-month
period of reflection on spouses once they decide to divorce, to allow
one last chance to save the marriage.
It therefore seems that the difference between California and
U.S. divorce laws, and the divorce laws of the Mexican Federal Dis-
trict, are not as great as they would initially appear. The California
law universally does not require that blame be shown in a divorce,
whereas the Mexican Federal District Code does not require that
blame be shown as long as the parties mutually consent to the di-
vorce. Both laws try to avoid sham divorce cases in the court system.
The divorce rates are high in both areas, and there are trends in both
the United States and Mexico toward imposing prerequisites to mar-
riage to make the parties think before they get married.
VHI. Will Re-Reforming Divorce Law Reduce the Rate of
Divorce?
The no-fault divorce laws in California were a response to the
high incidence of divorce.53 Ironically, the laws currently proposed
or enacted in several U.S. states to get rid of no-fault divorce laws are
153. See Krom, supra note 1, at 163.
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a response to the same problem. In states that wish to end no-fault
divorces, the assumption is that because divorces are so easy under
those laws, couples enter into marriage lightly, with the knowledge
that they can easily get out if the marriage does not work. Before
such assumptions can be made, however, it is important to look at the
history and effect of no-fault divorce laws, and at countries that have
laws based on fault.
It is dangerous to assume that there is a correlation between an
increase in divorces and no-fault laws just because the two coincide in
time. Given that the divorce rate was rising steadily in California be-
fore no-fault laws were implemented, these current increases may
just be a trend that would exist regardless of the type of divorce laws
in force. There are many variables that could lead to increased di-
vorce rates, from population growth, to improved methods for re-
cording divorce rates and statistics, to a greater acceptance of di-
vorce, to a shortened period of time between the filing for and
granting of a divorce. It is interesting that in Mexico, sources try to
look at the root of the problem of broken families. They look at
variables affecting families and divorce rates in a very different light.
Other influences are often considered such as industrial develop-
ment, financial crises and the bad influence of the United States, as
well as the fact that divorce is also seen as a way of letting miserable
couples escape their misery.
Although the emphasis of Representative Dalman's proposed
legislation in Michigan, and the passed legislation in other states, is a
return to divorce law based on fault, that is not their most interesting
feature. The pre-marriage factors contained in that legislation seem
to better address a method for reducing divorces. For example, the
imposition of a waiting period for obtaining a marriage license if a
couple does not attend premarital counseling stresses the seriousness
of the institution of marriage. That requirement would force couples
to reflect and not rush into marriage. The relatively new divorce
code in the State of Hidalgo also has elements that involve encour-
aging thought before marriage. Although it does not require pre-
marital counseling, it requires reflection in the form of a certificate of
technical knowledge on birth control, responsible parenthood and
family planning.
Perhaps, therefore, the trend is not so much towards imple-
menting divorce laws based on fault but towards imposing prerequi-
sites for marriage. It should be noted, however, that in the United
States, legislation that imposes a condition that will create a waiting
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period before a couple can get married may have constitutional im-
plications which this study does not address. Furthermore, as was the
case in California when it proposed to require counseling before di-
vorce, consideration must be given to the potentially prohibitive costs
of premarital counseling. Nevertheless, this emphasis on basic re-
quirements before a couple takes the plunge seems like a step in the
right direction. It is definitely better than looking at the situation
only after the mistake has been made.
IX. Conclusion
Before going back to the way things were in the "good old days"
of fault-based divorces, state legislators should look at the public
policy reasons behind the initial move to no-fault divorce laws, and
the success rates of marriages in countries, such as Mexico, that have
laws based on fault. They should also undertake in-depth statistical
studies to determine the correlation between divorce rates and the
types of divorce laws in effect. Otherwise, legislators will pass fault
laws when it appears that the no-fault laws are not reuniting families,
and when that does not work, switch back to no-fault laws, yo-yoing
the public back and forth from one to the other. Legislators may just
have to face the reality that marriage is not the permanent institution
it once was. Instead of changing the laws that deal with the aftermath
of a failed marriage, perhaps legislators in all areas suffering from
high rates of divorce should seek to put into effect a system that en-
sures that couples are educated about what marriage entails before
they enter it. Legislative trends in the United States and Mexico are
beginning to reflect a movement in that direction.
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APPENDIX A
The Civil Code for the Federal District and Territories of
Mexico: Chapter X, Of Divorce
Article 267. - The causes for divorce are:
I. The adultery of one of the spouses proven by competent
evidence;
II. If the wife gives birth to a child during the marriage that
was conceived prior to the marriage and that child is ju-
dicially adjudicated illegitimate;
I. The inducement by the husband that the wife engage in
prostitution, even if the proposal is made by a third party,
as long as it is proven that the husband obtained some
form of remuneration in exchange for his wife engaging
in carnal relations with another person;
IV. The urging or the use of actual violence by one spouse
against the other to induce him/her to commit a crime,
even if not of carnal incontinence;
V. Immoral acts performed by the husband or by the wife
with the object of corrupting the children, or merely tol-
erating their corruption;
VI. Affliction with syphilis, tuberculosis or any other chronic
or incurable disease that is contagious or hereditary, or
incurable impotency arising after the marriage;
VII. The affliction with an incurable mental disease, after the
afflicted spouse has been adjudicated incompetent;
VIII. Abandonment of the marital home for more than six (6)
months without good cause;
IX. The separation from the marital home by one spouse for
reasons which are sufficient cause for a divorce, if such
separation extends for more than one (1) year within
which the separating spouse does not initiate the divorce
action;
X. Legally adjudicated absence of a spouse or the presump-
tion of death, in those cases where prior declaration of
absence is not a prerequisite;
XI. Severe physical or mental cruelty, threats or severe in-
sults by one spouse against the other;
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XII. Unjustified refusal by a spouse to meet his/her obliga-
tions as set forth in Article 164"1' without need to exhaust
the proceedings for enforcement, as well as the failure by
either spouse to comply without cause with a judgment
duly entered by a court regarding the provisions of Arti-
cle 168;"..
XIII. A false and defamatory accusation by one spouse against
the other, to the effect that he committed a crime that
carries the penalty of more than two (2) years imprison-
ment;
XIV. The commission by one of the spouses of a non-political
crime that is of an infamous nature, and for which there
is imposed upon him a penalty of imprisonment for more
than two (2) years;
XV. Gambling or alcohol addiction or the enduring and per-
sistent use of enervating drugs when those threaten to
ruin the well-being of the family or constitute a constant
source of marital conflict;
XVI. The commission by one spouse of an act against the other
or to the prejudice of his assets that, if committed by a
stranger, would carry a penalty of more than one (1) year
imprisonment according to prevailing law;
XVII. By mutual consent; and
XVIII. Separation of the spouses for more than two (2) years
without regard for the reason for the separation. This
ground can be asserted by either party."6
154. C.C.D.F. art. 164 (article 164 sets forth that spouses are to jointly make their
financial contribution for the maintenance of the home, their food requirements,
those of the children, as well as for the children's education, without restriction of
the distribution of the burden in accordance with their mutual agreement and their
income-producing abilities. It notes that if either spouse is disabled for remunerative
employment and without assets, the other spouse shall carry the full burden of ex-
penses. It adds that the rights and obligations created by a marital relationship shall
always be equal between the spouses and independent from their respective eco-
nomic contributions for the'maintenance of the home).
155. See id. at art. 168 (article 168 states that husband and wife shall enjoy equal
authority and privileges regarding the household and shall, therefore, resolve by
agreement all matters relating to its operation, the upbringing and education of the
children and the management of the latter's assets. It adds that in the event of dis-
agreement between them, the Family judge shall resolve such conflicts).
156. See id. at art. 267.
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